Eradication of cervical cancer in Latin America

Cervical cancer remains within the three most common cancers in women worldwide and is still the commonest female cancer in 41 of 184 countries. Within Latin America, cervical cancer ranks as the most common cancer among women in Bolivia and Peru and the second most frequent in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, The Guyanas, Surinam and Venezuela. Due to its relatively early age at onset, it ranks among the three most frequent cancers in women aged below 45 years in 82% of all countries in the world irrespective of their screening practices. The annual current burden of human papillomaviruses (HPV)-related diseases has been estimated in 610 000 cancer cases and 320 million cases of anogenital warts worldwide in both genders. Of these 75 000 cancer cases are diagnosed in Central and South America, and another 25 000 in North America. In many developed countries, cervical cancer incidence and mortality has been greatly reduced by screening early diagnosis and surgical treatment of the precursor lesions found in screen positive women. However, these programs are costly and require a high level of social organization, medical development and public financing and control. Globally screening activities have largely failed to reduce mortality in the vast majority of the populations.

Eradication: theoretically feasible, socially difficult

Infectious disease eradication has been considered for a number of conditions but has been achieved only once for smallpox, one of the most brilliant examples of success in preventive medicine. Other eradication campaigns are under way for polio DTP and measles and control strategies are well under way for a number of significant viral diseases. Amongst the biological criteria for a disease to be considered for eradication three parameters need to be considered: (i) the infectious agents need to be entirely confined to a human habitat; (ii) there should be a highly effective intervention to interrupt the transmission from one individual to another; and (iii) a non-lethal infection or vaccination must confer life-long immunity.

These three conditions seem to hold in the model of HPV and cervical cancer: (i) there is no known or suspected animal reservoir of HPV neither any other identified way in which HPV could reproduce in nature (ii) the available HPV vaccines achieve efficacy estimates of protection against the HPV vaccine types in the 95%+ range and (iii) current data suggest long term immunity. Further, to monitor disease control and eradication it is necessary to have unequivocal and precise diagnostic and surveillance tools. To this respect molecular HPV testing systems are extremely accurate (95+% sensitivity) in detecting molecular traces of all HPVs types capable of inducing cancer and precisely classify each occurring cancer as to their viral etiology.

Socially the requirements for eradication consideration call for the relevant disease(s) to be recognized as an international public health priority and the existence of a political commitment to eradication efforts. More specifically, it is necessary to define an international strategy agreed and coordinated by essentially all governments and public health institutions. Further the strategy needs to be simple (i.e. generalized HPV vaccination and screening) unify national criteria and mobilize long term investment of very large amounts of resources. Thus, a declaration of the World Health Assembly is required to drive the social and economic resources required over an extended period of time.

At present, even though biologically cervical cancer could be considered eradicable and the HPV-related burden of cancer is numerically and socially significant, its eradication is far from being high in the international agenda and unlikely to be considered
an international public health priority, at least on the short term. Therefore, we are at a stage in which cervical cancer control goals at local and national level need to be demonstrated while consensus and understanding of the opportunities at reach are constructed and digested. This will primarily happen in confined populations adequately served with HPV vaccination and HPV based screening and gradually extend to the developing parts of the world.

**The technologically for eradication is now available**

HPV testing was first proposed in the late 1990’s as a primary screening technology. Results from randomized trials and cohort studies have consistently demonstrated that compared to cytology, HPV tests can achieve a 30 to 40% gain in sensitivity at a cost of a 3 to 5% loss in specificity for detecting the precursor lesions (both CIN2+ and CIN3+). Even larger gains in sensitivity are seen for cervical cancer endpoints. In a recent meta-analysis, the sensitivity of a single HPV DNA test (in this case the most established Hybrid Capture 2 Test (hc2) was 90% for CIN2+ and 95% for CIN3+ as compared to sensitivities of 70% and 74%, respectively for high quality cytology. Randomized controlled trials showed a substantial 70% reduction in subsequent invasive cancer in women screened with an HPV test (hc2 or PCR) as compared to women screened with conventional or liquid based cytology. An important consequence of the higher sensitivity of HPV testing for CIN2+ is the improved negative predictive value of subsequent disease, allowing for a safe extension to longer intervals and a reduced number of lifetime screening episodes. Two additional advantages of HPV testing are the objective, reproducible nature of the test and the availability of novel versions of the technology (i.e. Care-HPV) requiring medium-to-low equipped settings to produce reasonable quality results. Point-of-care detection methods with very short (one hour) time to result delivery, proved to be extremely successful in the context of the diagnosis of infectious diseases (i.e. TBC), are now being tested for HPV screening and may provide additional logistic advantages in the field. As a summary of the developments in the HPV diagnostics, most recent guidelines already recommend HPV testing as a stand-alone test for primary screening and one such technologies has already been approved by the FDA for this purpose.

HPV vaccination should provide the key to cervical cancer eradication. At present, three prophylactic vaccines based on HPV type specific virus-like-particle (VLP) antigens are licensed: Gardasil / Silgard (Merck & Co, Whitehouse Station, USA / Sanofi Pasteur MSD, Lyon France), containing antigens to HPV 6, 11, 16 and 18; Cervarix (GlaxoSmithKline, London UK) containing HPV 16 and 18 antigens; and the recently approved Gardasil 9 (Merck & Co, Whitehouse Station, USA) containing antigens to HPV 6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52 and 58.

Phase III trials of Cervarix and Gardasil have shown essentially full protection against vaccine specific HPV types after up to 9+ years of follow-up, some cross-protection against non-vaccine HPV types, notably of the Cervarix vaccine and an excellent safety profile. These vaccines are not therapeutic, and therefore do not protect against progression of infections or diseases related to HPV types present at the time of vaccination. However, vaccination will offer protection against the other HPV types included in the vaccine product.

Following introduction in 2006, population-based post-marketing studies have confirmed that within five years of introduction, the population shows significant reductions of the prevalence of (i) cervical, vulvar, vaginal, anal and oral infections by the HPV types included in the vaccines; (ii) precancerous cervical lesions; and (iii) genital warts if Gardasil is used. In addition, a significant ‘herd protection effect’ has been observed, by means of infection and disease reduction, among non-vaccinated girls and boys in populations with high background HPV vaccination rates.

**The potential for prevention of HPV vaccination is underused by initial recommendations**

In 2005 and 2006, HPV vaccine indications were based on a set of very restrictive group of terms of reference: (i) the target disease was cervical cancer and therefore vaccination was only indicated for women; (ii) the focus for HPV vaccination were adolescents before sexual initiation to avoid vaccinating women previously exposed to the virus. These criteria, albeit sound, prompted the misinterpretation that sexually active women would not benefit from vaccination irrespective of her previous exposure to the virus; and (iii) prevention was restricted to HPV 16 and 18 related disease, creating the notion of a partial (thus less attractive) vaccine against cancer. In addition, the initial cost of the vaccine was very high and most national indications were strongly influenced by local budgetary constraints. Models of cost effectiveness and early regulations were all based on these principles and as a consequence, very limited indications of vaccine use were recommended and adopted. Many countries initiated vaccination of single cohorts of girls in the range 11 to 14 years of age and only a few programs extended the catch up age range up to age 25-26, notably in Australia and Denmark.
The limited implementation of catch up programs was further explained by the costs, logistics and necessary efforts required to extend the age range and the gender-neutral indications for vaccination.

Since their initial introduction in 2006, a wealth of information has been generated by trials and epidemiological studies. Relevant to his discussion is i) the recognition that HPV induces a non-negligible burden of cancer in both genders ii) the burden and costs of dealing with genital warts iii) the reduction in the required number of doses and the calibrated costs of the vaccine in regional tenders and developing countries and most importantly that iv) adult women up to age 55 are equally protected by vaccination as adolescents are provided they are HPV negative at the time of vaccination.

**The HPV-FASTER protocol: an interesting alternative for Latin America**

HPV screening and vaccination are complementary preventive options that are often implemented as separate and non-coordinated programs aiming at preventing the same disease. The HPV-FASTER protocol aims to address this gap by strategically combining both strategies with the end-purpose of accelerating the reduction of cervical cancer incidence and mortality.

The HPV FASTER protocol builds on the results from two Phase III trials comparing HPV vaccination against placebo among adult women (to age 45y for the quadrivalent vaccine and to age 55y for the bivalent vaccine) and on the consistent results of the HPV screening trials. The two vaccination trials reported results in different cohorts of women whose HPV and cytology status were measured at the time of vaccination. In these cohorts of adult women, those HPV DNA negative at baseline and receiving 3 doses (“per protocol” group) showed vaccine efficacy (VE) estimates of protection against HPV vaccine types in the range of 85 to 90% depending on the trial’s endpoint (infection, persistent infection or cervical, vulvar or vaginal lesions). In all vaccinated women, irrespective of HPV baseline status, who received at least one dose (“intention to treat” cohort), reduced but still important VE of approximately 50% were seen.

The HPV-FASTER protocol proposes to offer HPV vaccination to women in a broad age range 9 to 45/50y irrespective of HPV infection status. Women at any age above 30 would in addition, be screened with a validated HPV test as part of their first vaccination visit. HPV positive women would be offered triage and diagnostic / treatment follow up in accordance with recommended guidelines. Increasing the number of vaccinated cohorts would have a net result in accelerating the reduction in cervical cancer incidence (and likely mortality). HPV screen-negative women at baseline, once vaccinated would have a very low risk of subsequent cervical cancer and little requirements of further HPV screening.

Under these premises, the scenario for cervical cancer prevention would change from the traditional proposal of repeated screening requirement (an alternative that has proven very difficult to follow in most Latin American countries) to a vaccination campaign approach paired with at least one HPV screening and eventual triage / diagnostic episode among women screening HPV positive. The HPV screening episode using a validated HPV test, should clear the vast majority of prevalent cases requiring treatment whereas the vaccination should ensure long term protection against incident HPV infections. After completion of the vaccination campaign in a given population, vaccination would remain active targeting the new cohorts of girls as they will reach the designated age groups before sexual initiation (i.e. 9 or 10) and some HPV screening activity will remain, focusing on adult women that may have escaped routine vaccination.

Latin America fulfilling several of the criteria to consider HPV FASTER as an alternative. The burden of disease is high, with some exceptions the conventional cytology based screening programs have had limited impact in reducing mortality and the manpower and health infrastructures are adequately developed to sustain one-time campaigns of HPV screening and triage. Moreover, the infant vaccination programs are achieving high coverage and the results of the HPV vaccination programs indicate good acceptability and compliance.

To demonstrate the viability of this strategy and to refine the protocols (i.e. to determine the age at fist HPV screen, the upper age limit for HPV vaccination, the number of HPV screening events required in vaccinated women and other), some research projects have been already initiated in different settings. In Latin-America, in two semi-rural areas of Mexico, Tlaxcala and Morelos, the HPV-FASTER protocol (denoted as FRIDA-2) will compare HPV related outcomes in populations that would be allocated to either repeated HPV screening at 3 and 5 years (control arm) or to receive HPV vaccination and repeated HPV screening at 3 and 5 years (intervention arm). The trial is powered to examine the gain in protection afforded by vaccination in these age groups (predicted long term effects) over and above the protective effects of one episode of HPV screening. Other projects are exploring opportunities of implementation of the HPV-FASTER concept in Europe, Latin America and in other populations where repeated screening examinations are problematic.
Conclusions and perspectives

Two important tools are now available for improving cervical cancer prevention: one would boost secondary prevention by testing for the presence of HPV in cervical specimens and treating the HPV induced lesions, the other would introduce primary prevention by immunizing against a selected group of oncogenic HPV types.

Adequately combined, these two options have the potential to dramatically control HPV related cancers. Even after recognizing that some gaps in knowledge require additional research, the time is now right to begin to evaluate strategies that would combine HPV vaccination and HPV screening in the best way possible. Cost benefit analyses should advise the relevant public health institutions and the governments on the most attractive alternatives as well as on the range of prices at which cervical cancer control using HPV technologies would be sustainable.
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